It has long been shown that the extreme ultraviolet spectrum of the ionizing stars of H II regions can be estimated by comparing the observed line emission to detailed models. In the Galactic Center (GC), however, previous observations have shown that the ionizing spectral energy distribution (SED) of the local photon field is strange, producing both very low excitation ionized gas (indicative of ionization by late O stars) and also widespread diffuse emission from atoms too highly ionized to be found in normal H II regions. This paper describes the analysis of all the GC spectra taken by Spitzer's Infrared Spectrograph and downloaded from the Spitzer Heritage Archive. In it, H II region densities and abundances are described, and serendipitously discovered candidate planetary nebulae, compact shocks, and candidate young stellar objects are tabulated. Models were computed with Cloudy, using SEDs from Starburst99 plus additional X-rays, and compared to the observed mid-infrared forbidden and recombination lines. The ages inferred from the model fits do not agree with recent proposed star formation sequences (star formation in the GC occurring along streams of gas with density enhancements caused by close encounters with the black hole, Sgr A*), with Sgr B1, Sgr C, and the Arches Cluster being all about the same age, around 4.5 Myr old, with similar X-ray requirements. The fits for the Quintuplet Cluster appear to give a younger age, but that could be caused by higher-energy photons from shocks from stellar winds or from a supernova.
INTRODUCTION
Owing to the deep potential well of the Galactic Center (GC), all aspects of the environment are found at extreme conditions compared to what is seen in the Galactic spiral arms: the dense nuclear star cluster at whose center lies a 4 × 10 6 M ⊙ black hole at a distance of approximately 8 kpc (Reid et al. 2014; Boehle et al. 2016 , Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016 , massive dense molecular clouds (residing in the so-called the Central Molecular Zone, CMZ, Morris & Serabyn 1996) , and a radiation field including both synchrotron radiation (Yusef-Zadeh, Hewitt, & Cotton 2004) and substantial X-rays (e.g., Ponti et al. 2015) . Figure 1 shows the prominent features of the GC that will be discussed in this paper: blue, green, and red indicate the 21 µm emission observed by the MidCourse janet.p.simpson@gmail.com Space Experiment (MSX, Price et al. 2001 ) and the 70 and 500 µm emission from Herschel (Molinari et al. 2011) . The 21 and 70 µm emission shows the warm dust heated by nearby massive stars; it consequently delineates the star-forming regions Sgr B and Sgr C and the dust heated by the massive star clusters known as the Quintuplet and Arches Clusters as well as the nucleus of the Galaxy itself, Sgr A (Morris & Serabyn 1996) . The far-infrared emission from the cold dust shows the locations of the dense molecular clouds that have very few indicators of active star formation, even though their overall masses and densities seem to be adequately high. These clouds have the appearance of a lopsided ring of gas and dust circling the center (Molinari et al. 2011) . Longmore et al. (2013) showed that if one describes the positions of the molecular clouds at positive Galactic longitudes as lying on the Earth-side of the cloud orbit, the amount of star formation in the clouds increases as a function of time since the clouds passed the pericenter of Figure 1 . Three-color image of the Galactic Center. Blue is the 21µm Band E MSX image from Price et al. (2001) , green is the 70 µm image from Hi-GAL (Molinari et al. 2011 ) taken with the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS, Poglitsch et al. 2010) on Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) , and red is the 500 µm image from Hi-GAL taken with the Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE, Griffin et al. 2010) .
the Galaxy's exact center, Sgr A. They suggested that passing the pericenter compresses the clouds, thereby triggering stars to form. Kruijssen, Dale, & Longmore (2015) then showed from the radial velocities of the clouds that the gas orbit could not be closed; instead the cloud motions can be better portrayed as streams of gas in orbit about Sgr A. Modeling the orbits, they estimated times since pericenter passage of 0.30 Myr for the Brick, 0.74 Myr for Sgr B2, and 3.58 Myr for Sgr C (Figure 1 ). The Arches and Quintuplet Clusters formed from gas clouds that passed the pericenter at even earlier times. Krumholz & Kruijssen (2015) and Krumholz, Kruijssen, & Crocker (2017) expanded the discussion of gas streams in the GC to include the effects of the Milky Way's Bar. Gas flows in along the Bar and is highly turbulent within the inner Lindblad resonance at ∼ 1000 kpc from the center owing to the high shear. However, the turbulence dissipates at ∼ 100 pc (the edge of the CMZ) where the rotation curve becomes close to solid-body, thereby allowing the massive molecular clouds to form with resulting star formation. This processs is episodic because feedback from winds from the stars and supernovae blow much of the gas out, greatly reducing the star formation rate. Krumholz et al. (2017) suggest that the GC is currently in a low starformation state, the last major star formation having occurred ∼ 8 Myr ago. This explains the apparent low star-formation rate of the GC (Kruijssen et al. 2014 ).
This is an exciting model because of the wealth of important observations that it explains. However, there are still uncertainties with the details of this model. The model posits that the positions in the foreground of Sgr A at positive longitudes are all very young, < 1 Myr, with Sgr B1 (already on the back loop of the orbit) somewhat but not greatly older than Sgr B2 (1.5 Myr vs. 0.7 Myr, Barnes et al. 2017 ) and Sgr C closing in on its second pass by the pericenter (Sgr A). However, the appearance of Sgr B1 is that of an H II region in the process of dispersal, indicating a much older age than that of Sgr B2, even though both it and Sgr C contain substantial numbers of young stellar object (YSO) candidates Lu et al. 2017) .
There are additional suggestions for the causes of the low star-formation rate in the GC: Federrath et al. (2016) suggest that solenoidal driving of the turbulence owing to the high shear in the GC compared to the compressive turbulence in spiral arm star forming regions is the cause of the low star formation rate (see also Kruijssen et al. 2014) . High levels of turbulence in the GC is the usual suggestion for the high gas temperature (line widths much larger than thermal) in molecular clouds compared to the dust temperature (e.g., Immer et al. 2016 ). In addition, recent higher resolution observations indicate that the temperature and density conditions in the GC gas clouds are not as simple as the previous theories assumed: Kauffmann et al. (2017a) observe that although the line widths are large when integrated over whole clouds, the line widths for individual clumps within a cloud can be of normal width (compared to spiral arm molecular clouds). Moreover, Kauffmann et al. (2017b) find that the densities in the clumps do not increase fast enough towards their centers to be able to initiate star formation and that there is no clear trend of increased and then decreased star formation as predicted by the Kruijssen et al. (2015) model. They suggest that initial conditions may be as important as position on the orbital path since pericenter and that data on more clouds are needed to test the model.
Further insight can be ascertained from mid-infrared (MIR) spectroscopy. In typical observing programs, sources are first identified with imaging on either the Infrared Space Observatory's (ISO) ISOGAL survey (Schuller et al. 2006) or Spitzer Space Telescope's (Werner et al. 2004 ) Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004) ; then spectra are taken with the Infrared Spectrograph (IRS, Houck et al. 2004) . The IRS has four modules: short-low, SL, with resolution R ∼ 100 and range 5.2 -14.5 µm, long-low, LL, with R ∼ 100 and spectral range 14.0 -37 µm, short-high, SH, with R ∼ 600 and range 9.9 -19.6 µm, and longhigh, LH, with R ∼ 600 and range 19 -36 µm. In spectra from 5 -20 µm one can identify young stellar objects (YSOs) from the presence of ice features (e.g., Simpson et al. 2012 ) and organic molecules evaporated from ice (e.g., An et al. 2009 ) in absorption in their dusty envelopes. From the ionic abundances of a number of elements of differing ionization potential (IP ), one can determine the ionization structure of a region, get probable locations of the exciting stars, and, if the cluster of stars that produce the energetic photons is large enough to include a representative sample of the initial mass function, get an estimate of the age of the cluster.
A number of Spitzer programs observed targets in the GC with the IRS. Immer et al. (2012) found 14 YSOs from IRS spectra of 68 ISOGAL sources, based on the shapes of their spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and the presence or lack of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) features or atomic fine structure lines characteristic of H II regions. Out of 107 candidates, found 16 YSOs and 19 possible YSOs from the presence of methanol mixed with the CO 2 ice in their deep 15 µm absorption features. Note that these same candidate YSOs also have deep ice features at 5.8 and 6.8 µm, features that are also characteristic of YSOs (e.g., Simpson et al. 2012 and references therein). An, Ramírez, & Sellgren (2013) used the SH and LH background spectra from the same data set to test whether the GC is ionized by flux from an active galactic nucleus (AGN); by comparing their flux ratios to the external galaxy fluxes measured by Dale et al. (2009) , they concluded that there is no significant AGN activity in the GC.
In Simpson et al. (2007) we analyzed SH and LH spectra of the Arched Filaments, Arches Cluster, regions near the Quintuplet Cluster, and the Radio Arc Bubble. In it we showed that the Arches Cluster is the source of the ionizing photons of the Arched Filaments, and the Quintuplet Cluster is likewise the source of the ionizing photons of the Bubble. The Quintuplet Cluster also ionizes the rim of the Bubble at its lowest Galactic latitudes, from which we inferred that the G0.10−0.08 molecular cloud is totally unrelated along the line of sight. From measurements of the Fe/Ne ratio we concluded that strong shocks have contributed to destroying grains in the Bubble, thereby increasing the abundance of gas-phase iron compared to abundances in the Arched Filaments and the Bubble rim. Simpson et al. (2007) also found that that even though the SED of the photons ionizing the observed gas could be described as having the effective temperature, T eff , of ∼ 36, 000 K (late O, Sternberg et al. 2003) , essentially all the observed positions contained detectable [O IV] 25.9 µm lines. This is surprising because O
3+
has an IP = 54.9 eV and this ionization stage is only observed in H II regions ionized by the most massive O stars, and then only by stars with low metallicity, which the GC is not (O 3+ is sometimes detected in the H II regions of low metallicity dwarf galaxies, Lutz et al. 1998) . In fact, An et al. (2013) showed that the [O IV] line is observed at many positions in the GC; nhey used its presence compared to its immediate (and partially blended) neighbor [Fe II] 26.0 µm to distinguish starbursts from LINERS (low-ionization nuclear emissionline regions) or Seyferts by their relative excitation. In this paper I address why there is such a dichotomy between the generally observed, very low excitation gas interspersed with quite high excitation gas.
The Spitzer Heritage Archive contains a great deal more data of the same high quality. Although both the SH and LH modules have compact apertures, measuring barely more than one spatial resolution element in both directions, the SL and LL modules are long slit, with slit lengths 57
′′ and 168 ′′ , respectively. Moreover, both SL and LL have two grating orders each, displaced by 22
′′ on the sky, such that when one is observing some source in one order, the other order is taking data a slit length away. The result is that although the papers referenced above analyze the point source targets of each program, a substantial amount of the GC was actually covered when one includes the full slit lengths of the SL and LL modules and both orders, the order planned for the astronomical observing request (AOR) and the 'other' order, observed but not normally analyzed. No one to this time has analyzed any of that data! This is the first of several papers in which we analyze the IRS spectra of all four modules from programs 0018 (PI: J. Houck), 3121 (PI: K. Kraemer), 3189 (PI: F. Schuller), 3295 (PI: J. Simpson), 3616 (PI: J. Chiar), and 40230 (PI: S. Ramírez). Subsequent papers will discuss individual objects such as Sgr A and Sgr B1 (J. Simpson et al., in preparation) , and exceptionallyhighly excited sources that could be shocks (e.g., Allen et al. 2008) or candidate planetary nebulae (D. An et al., in preparation) . Section 2 describes the data and its analysis, Section 3 discusses the results, including the observation that [O IV] line emission is prevalent over the whole GC, Section 4 presents H II region models computed with the code Cloudy (Ferland et al. 2017) and compares them to the observed line ratios to estimate the parameters of the exciting star clusters, and Section 5 presents the summary and conclusions.
OBSERVATIONS
The observations were taken with the Spitzer IRS in Cycles 1 and 4 and were downloaded from the Spitzer Heritage Archive 1 . The spectra from programs 3295 (line fluxes published in Simpson et al. 2007 ) and 0018 (mentioned in Simpson et al. but published in this paper) were reduced and calibrated with the Spitzer S13.2 pipeline; all the other data were reduced and calibrated with the final version of the pipeline, S18.18. SH and LH spectra are found in programs 0018, 3295, and 40230, and SL and LL spectra are found in programs 3121, 3189, 3616, and 40230. The data reduction subsequent to the pipeline for the SH and LH spectra from program 40230 follows that described by Simpson et al. (2007) for program 3295 (and unpublished 0018) : the basic calibrated data (bcds) for each telescope pointing (all program 40230 spectra were taken in staring mode) were median combined and cleaned of rogue and exceptionally noisy pixels (rejecting all spectra where the bcds show 'jailbars'). Background subtraction was not performed because no background spectra at large enough distances from the GC were ever taken for any of these programs and the GC line-of-sight itself has at least some emission at all locations, as will be discussed later. Sample SH and LH spectra are shown in figure 2 of Simpson et al. (2007) .
CUBISM (Smith et al. 2007a ) was used to extract the spectra of both the low resolution SL and LL bcds 1 sha.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/Spitzer/SHA/ and the high resolution SH and LH bcds. CUBISM was written to analyze the spectral maps of galaxies in the SIRTF Nearby Galaxies Survey (SINGS) program (Kennicutt et al. 2003) ; the software takes the bcds of the map and produces a three-dimensional cube of x, y, and wavelength, where x and y refer to coordinates parallel and perpendicular to the various slits. The GC programs observed in both mapping (multiple adjacent slit positions on the sky) and staring (single slit placed on a requested target) modes. For the low resolution modules, after cleaning the bad pixels, CUBISM was used to extract spectra from both modes at multiple positions along the slit, both for the order that had the requested target and also for the 'other' order a slit length (plus 22 ′′ or 24 ′′ ) distant. For staring mode (or for mapping mode where the multiple slit positions did not touch), the x-y slit in the CUBISM GUI appears as a line of about 32 pixels long and 2 pixels wide, where the pixel size is 1.8
′′ for SL and 5.1 ′′ for LL; the physical slit widths and spatial resolution are approximately 2 pixels for all modules. The extraction boxes were 3 pixels by 2 pixels for the single slits (or sometimes 3 by 3 pixels for the small maps of program 3189) spaced by 2 pixels along the slit, thus producing typically 15 spectra per slit per order. Care was taken to have the extraction boxes of the two SL or LL orders overlap on the sky so that the spectra could be joined into single 5.3 -14.5 µm or 14 -37 µm spectra. However, since the SL and LL slits are close to orthogonal on the sky, spectra from the two modules could not be joined except at the target positions. See figure 2 of for the layout of the slits as used by program 40230. Not all SL pointings could produce usable spectra because the IRS peak-up cameras are on the same module and saturation in the peak-up arrays produced uncalibratable spectra. For the high resolution modules, the CUBISM extraction boxes were 5 pixels by 2 pixels for SH and 3 pixels by 2 pixels for LH.
Line and continuum intensities were obtained from all spectra by fitting Gaussian profiles and a sloping continuum. The lines measured are given in Table 1 . The uncertainties for the line fluxes were estimated from the rms deviation of the data from the fit. Because there were hundreds of SH and LH spectra and thousands of SL and LL spectra, this fitting had to be done with an automated line fitting program without hand checking, using a fixed set of wavelengths for each line such that there would be no interference with another line or PAH feature. A tool in the Spectroscopic Modeling Analysis and Reduction Tool (SMART, Higdon et al. 2004) can also be used to fit Gaussian line profiles to spectra, both single lines and partially blended lines References-(1) Aggarwal & Keenan (2014) , (2) Badnell & Ballance (2014) , (3) Bautista et al. (2010) , (4) Bautista et al. (2015) , (5) Dance et al. (2013 ), (6) Feuchtgruber et al. (1997 , (7) Pelan & Berrington (1995) , (16) Saraph & Storey (1999) , (17) Storey & Hummer (1995) , (18) figure 10 of Simpson et al. (2007) . Tests of measuring the same line with both the automated line fitting program and with SMART show a difference in intensities of only a few percent for lines with signal/noise > 3 and less than 2% for bright lines, the difference being due to the flexible choice of baseline wavelengths with SMART versus the uniform baseline wavelengths with the automatic measuring program. The weak H 7-6 recombination line exhibits a larger difference in intensities with a standard deviation (SD) of ∼ 6%. However, whereas hand measurement with SMART could always identify those cases where no line could be fit, that was not the case for the automated Gaussian fitting program, which always found some sort of fit, good or bad. Consequently, its bad fits were identified as having negative fluxes, too big or too small line widths, or extreme radial velocities and were removed from the data set. The SH and LH spectra from program 40230 were also extracted with SMART. This presents a good test of the reliability of spectral extraction with the various extraction software programs. The spectra are dissimilar enough that the estimated line intensities differ by typically 4 or 5% (SD) for the brighter lines and up to 14% (SD) for the weaker lines, such as the H 7-6 recombination line at 12.37 µm. These systematic uncertainties are included in quadrature with the measured rms uncertainties from the Gaussian fits for the computation of abundances in the next section. For the sake of consistency, almost all line intensities in this paper are from spectra extracted with CUBISM. The exceptions are those from the previously described SH and LH spectra from programs 0018 and 3295, the blended line pair [P III] 17.89 and [Fe II] 17.94 µm (e.g., Simpson et al. 2007) , and the quite faint [S I] 25.25 µm line, which line is often obscured by the bad fringing in the LH spectra that can be removed by SMART but not by CUBISM (the absolute intensities of this line are equal to the intensities measured from the SMART spectra times a scale factor computed from the other lines measured from CUBISM-extracted spectra). 
Line Intensities
The observed line intensities are given in Tables 2 -7 for modules SL2 (second order), SL1 (first order), SH, LL2 (second order), LL1 (first order), and LH, respectively, and are plotted in Figure 2 . These tables contain the intensities of the common H II region lines plus [O IV] 26 µm, which is detected widely in the GC although it is not an H II region line. The apertures used in the extraction of the SL or LL spectra are given in the tables. The apertures for the CUBISM-extracted spectra for SH and LH are ∼ 51 and ∼ 119 arcsec 2 , respectively, and the apertures for the programs 0018 and 3295 spectra that were extracted with SMART by Simpson et al. (2007) are assumed to be the IRS's nominal 53.11 and 247.5 arcsec 2 for SH and LH, respectively (Houck et al. 2004 ). The latter SH and LH line intensities were also corrected for slitloss (telescope and instrument diffraction), necessary because SMART assumed the spectra being extracted are from point sources and the GC emission is extended (the default for CUBISM is to assume extended emission). line was the 'other' module order from the LL order in the planned AOR and so the observed spectrum contains only one order of the nominal LL wavelength range). These highly excited lines require substantial amounts of ionizing photons with much higher energy than are found in OB stars; such photons are often emitted by the white dwarf stars that ionize planetary nebulae or are emitted by active galactic nuclei (e.g., Feuchtgruber et al. 1997) , or are found in the high-energy shocks of supernova remnants (e.g., Sankrit et al. 2014) . These positions will be discussed further in future papers. Probably in the same classes of exciting sources are found an additional number of positions that have very strong [O IV] 26 µm but no detected [Ne V] at either wavelength. These positions are listed in Table 9 . The refer- Tables 8 and 9 are for the radio or Paschen α sources found at approximately the same locations on the sky.
A few positions observed with the LH module have detected [S I] 25.25 µm. Because sulfur in the interstellar medium (ISM) is either singly ionized (the IP for S + is 10.4 eV) or found in molecules such as SO, it is generally thought that this line from neutral sulfur is shock-excited (e.g., Hollenbach & McKee 1989) . This line is seen in two orders in the LH module and must be detected in both orders to be considered an acceptable measurement. These positions and line intensities are given in Table 10 .
Finally, a few positions seen in order 2 of SL have deep ice absorption features at 6.0 and 6.8 µm (e.g., Boogert et al. 2015) . These candidate YSOs are in addition to those described by Immer et al. (2012) and and are listed in Table 11 . It is seen that the H II regions marked in Figure 1 are all detected in the ionized lines of Figure 2 , although the intensities of the lines in Sgr B2 are substantially lower than the line intensities of the other H II regions. This is due to the large extinction towards Sgr B2, which has been well known for a long time. The other H II regions appear prominently, particularly the Arched Filaments, the small H II regions at the base of the Arched Filaments (Zhao et al. 1993; Cotera et al. 2000; Dong et al. 2017) , the 'Sickle' next to the Quintuplet Cluster, the diffuse gas of Sgr A East and the Bubble Rim, Sgr B2, and Sgr C (see the 20 cm radio survey of Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2004 for images taken at similar resolutions to the Spitzer spectra). Note that the [Si II] 34 µm line displays a pattern much more similar to that of the H II region lines, such as [S III] 33 µm, than it does to the spatial appearance of the cold molecular clouds that appear in red in Figure 1 . Although the [Si II] 34 µm line is often treated as a PDR line (e.g., Kaufman et al. 2006) , in the GC it is at least as much an H II region line, and so will be treated as such in the following sections.
Regarding the high-excitation lines, although there appears to be a good correlation of the emission line intensities (Figure 2 ) with star-forming regions (partly due to the selection bias of the Spitzer observing programs), there does not appear to be any correlation of the most highly-excited gas with any of the numerous non-thermal filaments detected by Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2004) nor with the 6.4 keV X-ray line produced by low-ionization iron. The latter has been reviewed by Koyama (2018) , who concluded that this time-variable line is consistent with fluorescence in molecular-cloud iron from an input X-ray flare from Sgr A*. This line has also been attributed to cosmic-ray ionization by Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2007) because of its correlation with non-thermal filaments and molecular clouds. Relativistic cosmic-ray electrons, however, although the source of the non-thermal emission, would produce an ionization equilibrium more radical than what is seen here in the GC, with the higher ionization-potential [Ne V] lines stronger than the [O IV] line, assuming that there is no contribution to either line from the ordinary lowexcitation H II regions of the GC. In fact, the exceptionally highly-excited lines (Tables 8 and 9 ) occur in decidedly thermal regions, because they all have counterparts as either thermal radio sources or even Paschen alpha sources (references in Tables 8 and 9 ) where such observations with adequate sensitivity have been performed. I suggest these are either shocks, or for the compact or symmetric sources, candidate planetary nebulae (D. An et al., in preparation) . There is a weak emission feature in most LL1 spectra whose intensity cannot be accurately measured on account of its low line/continuum ratio. Consequently, the estimated intensities of these features are not in this (Dong et al. 2011) . (2)Source in radio map (Lang et al. 2010) . (3) Source in radio map (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2004) . (4) Source in radio map (Immer et al. 2012 ). References-(1) Source in Pα map (Dong et al. 2011) . (2) Source in radio map (YusefZadeh et al. 2004 ).
References-(1) Source in Pα map

Line Ratios
Some of the interesting line ratios are plotted in Figure 3 . Although all three line ratios are indicators of excitation (see the required IP in Table 1 ), it is clear that different parts of the GC are affected differently by those processes that affect the excitation: the exciting source SED and the dilution of the radiation field.
In Figure 3a the [Ne III] 15.6/[S III] 18.7 µm line ratio indicates the relative numbers of high energy photons (> 41 eV) needed for doubly ionized neon, and hence the effective temperatures (T eff ) of the stars whose SEDs ionize the H II regions.
In Figure 3b the [S III] 33/[Si II] 34 µm line ratio indicates the dilution of the radiation field, since the singly and doubly ionized excitation structures of both silicon and sulfur are quite similar (see Section 4): both elements are at least singly ionized in the non-molecular interstellar gas but the > 16 or > 23 eV photons of a nearby hot star are required to photoionize the silicon or sulfur, respectively, in its local H II region. Thus positions colored red or orange in Figure 3b Tables 8 and 9 ; however, the majority of observed [O IV] 26 µm lines, colored green through orange, are scattered along the Galactic plane with sources of higher ratios at all Galactic longitudes (note that the colors represent the logs of the line ratios for panel Figure 3c , unlike panels 3a and 3b, where the line ratios have a linear scale).
Extinction
Although the extinction to the GC has been studied extensively at near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths (e.g., Nishiyama et al. 2008; Schultheis et al. 2009 ), the results are always referenced to visible or K-band extinction, A V or A K , respectively. For longer wavelengths, Lutz et al. (1996) , Nishiyama et al. (2009), and Fritz et al. (2011) showed that the steep extinction law seen in the NIR flattens substantially between 3 and 8 µm us- Figure 5 . Example of a spectrum where the optical depth at 9.6 µm is estimated by fitting the SL spectrum with PAH-FIT (Smith et al. 2007b ) as modified by Simpson et al. (2012) . The fitted function consists of a template (Simpson et al. 2012 ) for the 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, 11.2, and 12.5 µm PAH features (gray), various blackbodies representing the stellar (magenta) and large grain contributions (red), additional PAH features (blue), atomic and molecular (H2) emission lines (purple), all multiplied by the GC extinction law of Chiar & Tielens (2006 For the longer MIR wavelengths where almost all the measured lines have wavelengths longer than 10 µm, the GC extinction should be referenced to the optical depth, τ 9.6µm , of the deepest part of the 10 µm silicate feature, since it has long been known that the ratio of τ 9.6µm /A V is a function of position in the Galaxy, and in particular, it is quite different in the GC itself (Roche & Aitken 1985; An et al. 2013) .
The extinction, as described by τ 9.6µm , can be computed in two independent ways:
1) The 9.6 µm silicate feature can be modeled and the low-resolution spectra can be fit with a combination of this deep absorption feature, plus various black bodies to represent the warm dust in the line of sight and the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the stellar emission, and individual broad emission features representing the PAH features that are ubiquitous in the ISM. A program to fit this combination of features, PAHFIT, was written by Smith et al. (2007b) and modified by Simpson et al. (2012) to use an unextincted template for the PAH features instead of the multitudinous individual features. Because there are fewer degrees of freedom, this produces more reliable results for the sole absorption feature, the 9.6 µm silicate feature. Figure 4a shows the values of τ 9.6 for the short-low spectra, which cover the wavelength range 5.2 -14.4 µm. The GC extinction law of Chiar & Tielens (2006) was used. Figure 5 shows an example of a high signal/noise (S/N) fit with PAH-FIT from the Sickle region. PAHFIT, as described by Smith et al. (2007b) , is supposed to fit the full 5 -37 µm low-resolution spectrum; however, there are very few positions that have both SL and LL spectra, and these are mostly YSOs, which have additional dust extinction from their dusty envelopes and so are not representative of the interstellar extinction towards the GC. Tests were made fitting a few of those positions with both the combination SL-LL wavelength range and the SL range as shown here -the results are not significantly different.
2) Lower limits on τ 9.6 can be computed from the ratio of the [S III] 18.7/33.5 µm lines since the extinction at wavelengths longer than 10 µm is due to the same silicate dust grains (Chiar & Tielens 2006 and references therein) . The ratio at the lowest density is determined from the atomic data and the gas electron temperature, T e (e.g., Simpson et al. 2007 ). At higher densities, the ratio is higher because of collisional de-excitation. Figure 4b shows the minimum value of τ 9.6 needed to make the [S III] 18.7/33.5 µm line ratio equal to the minimum ratio, 0.508, predicted for T e = 6000 K (effective collision strengths from Grieve et al. 2014 , but see the comments in Rubin et al. 2016) .
Note that since the deepest part of the 9.6 µm silicate absorption feature is close to zero, the contribution from the foreground Zodiacal emission is not negligible. This was estimated from the four spectra with the smallest integrated flux -all of these are from Program 3121 (PI: K. Kraemer) on the spectra of infrared dark clouds. These sources are all much fainter than any of the rest of our spectra. Estimates of the intensity of the Zodiacal emission plus telescope at 9.6 µm computed by the Spitzer software SPOT program were not used because these estimates are higher than the observed minima in these GC spectra. The spectra from program 3121 also show low luminosity PAH emission in addition to flux at 9.6 µm. This PAH emission, along with some of the continuum, is probably foreground emission along the line of sight through the Galactic plane to the GC. The estimated foreground emission, Zodiacal plus line of sight, was subtracted from the SL spectra when fitting the spectra with PAHFIT.
The final estimated extinction is a combination of both methods #1 and #2. Since the optical depths estimated by method #2 are only lower limits, I increased these values to those estimated by method #1 for nearby positions. This was done by making a 6 arcsec grid covering the entire GC and then interpolating or extrapolating the observed values of τ 9.6 for the grid pixels using the Interactive Data Language (IDL) function, GRID-DATA, and the method of 'Nearest Neighbor'. Two grids were made, for method #1 and for method #2. The final extinction grid is the maximum of the method #2 grid and the method #1 grid. Clearly the validity of the results depends on the closeness of each pixel to a location where there were either LL observations of both [s III] lines or PAHFIT computations, and thus I plot only the regions with observations in Figure 4c .
It is interesting to note that the extinction is fairly uniform across the GC with a value of τ 9.6 ∼ 3, with the regions with exceptionally higher extinction also being the regions with known dense molecular clouds: the 'Brick' at G0.26+0.0, Sgr B2 at G0.7−0.0, and the Galactic Center dust ridge described by Immer et al. (2012) . The low extinction regions are mostly at the higher Galactic latitudes, where the foreground gas at moderate distances over the Galactic plane contributes much more to the line of sight than the gas at the larger distances above the Galactic plane of the GC.
The values of the estimated extinction are given in Tables 2 -7. It should be noted here that the extinction values for those positions in the extreme excitation sources of Tables 8 -10 may be erroneousthese sources are typically very compact and are not detectable in continuum images. Thus extinction values estimated from the continuum (method #1) or extinction values estimated from that of their local neighboring positions (method #2) may not be applicable. At least some sources may be foreground and actually have much lower optical depths. Such sources may be indicated by strong observed [S IV] 10.5 µm line intensities, which lines are normally extremely weak or not detectable in regions with deep 10 µm silicate absorption. An et al. (2013) also made extinction estimates from the SH spectra of program 40230 by measuring the depths of the 9.6 µm silicate feature from the ratios of the observed intensities at approximately 10.24 and 13.9 µm. These estimates are shown in their figure 4, top. The estimates of the depth of the 9.6 µm silicate feature in this paper for those positions on the sky that have both usable SL spectra and SH spectra are in most cases somewhat smaller (the median of the ratio equals 66%) except in the regions of high extinction in Sgr B2, where the extinction estimated in this paper is somewhat higher. At least part of the difference is probably due to the fact that neither wavelength region used by An et al. (2013) is free of PAH emission, with the 13.9 µm wavelength region in the PAH template (figure 4 of Simpson et al. 2012 ) that is used in the PAHFIT computation having a larger PAH contribution than the 10.24 µm wavelength region. Thus after subtraction of the PAH emission, the 9.6 µm silicate feature is not as deep, producing a smaller computation of the optical depth by PAHFIT.
Electron Densities and Elemental Abundances
Electron densities, N e , were estimated from the extinction-corrected and co-located [S III] 19/33 µm line intensity ratios using the effective collision strengths referenced in Table 1 . Estimated foreground intensities were first subtracted to compensate for the integrated intensities along the lines of sight to the GC; this foreground was estimated from the minimum observed intensities (3. arcsec −2 and pairs of numbers are for positive and negative Galactic longitudes, respectively). The densities estimated from the observed line ratios are plotted in Figure 6 , along with the densities from Simpson et al. (2007) . The low resolution lines are preferred for the density computation because there are far more observed positions per H II region and because there is no need for correction for differences in aperture size for lines at 19 versus 33 µm.
Elemental abundances with respect to hydrogen were estimated from the high-resolution line measurements. In order to produce sufficiently small errors in the ratios, only measurements of the hydrogen line intensities with S/N> 4 were used. The measured densities and abundance ratios were then averaged over regions that I call the GC Filaments, the Quintuplet Cluster region, Sgr B1, and Sgr C; each region should be localized in space and ionized by the stars local to that region. Outlines of these regions are plotted in Figure 3c . A separate average for the Arched Filaments observed by Simpson et al. (2007) was also computed since the references for the effective collision strengths in Table 1 have changed substantially since that paper. These average densities and ionic abundance ratios are listed in Table 12 . Note that there is very little overlap between the positions measured by Simpson et al. (2007) and the positions in the GC Filaments seen in Figure 2f , which are heavily (Simpson et al. 2007 ) and probably also substantial Ar ++ , making this ratio too dissimilar to that of the rest of the GC. For T e = 6000 K, this intensity ratio corresponds to an Ar + /Ne + abundance ratio of 0.032.
The measured abundances are all higher than those of the Orion Nebula [(Ne + + Ne ++ )/H + = 1.02 ± 0.03 × 10 −4 and (S ++ + S 3+ )/H + = 9.6 ± 0.3 × 10 −6 , Rubin et al. 2016] ; this is expected considering the known abundance gradients in the Galaxy (e.g., Martín-Hernández et al. 2002; Rudolph et al. 2006 ). Since it is essential, in a comparison of abundances, that all abundances are computed using the same atomic physics (e.g., Table 1 
),
Simpson it is beyond the scope of this paper to recompute the Galactic abundance gradients using these new results.
4. DISCUSSION
Comparison with Models
By comparing the line flux ratios to ratios produced by H II region models, one can gain insight into the gas chemical composition and the nature of the sources ionizing the gas. Such models need to cover a range of gas densities and geometries, gas compositions, ionizing source SEDs, etc. At one extreme, one can employ the million model grid of Morisset, Delgado-Inglada, & Flores-Fajardo (2015) with its access via a data-base query language, and at the other extreme, one can compute detailed models specific to each source, such as the models of the Galactic H II regions W43 and G333.6−0.2 of Simpson et al. (2004) . In general, large grids are useful to get a first guess of the range of model parameters, which are then refined with detailed modeling. Because of the extreme nature of the GC and because it has already been seen that there are difficulties in reproducing the observed combination of both low and high excitation gas (e.g., Simpson et al. 2007 ), the pre-computed models from the extant databases are not adequate to represent the observations in the previous section. I here expand the model parameter space from that of Simpson et al. (2007) to demonstrate that X-rays in addition to the SEDs of OB stars are required to fit the observed line intensities.
I have modeled the ionization structure of the GC gas with a relatively coarse grid of model H II regions computed with the code Cloudy 17.00 (Ferland et al. 2017 ). Because of the low gas density in the GC, as seen in the previous section, the models all have low hydrogen density (N H = N p = 100 cm −3 ) but high photon input, to correspond to the massive clusters ionizing the gas. The parameters that are varied to make a grid of models consist of the shapes of the ionizing SEDs, which determine the amounts of the more highly excited states of oxygen and neon, and the dilution of the radiation field that so strongly affects the low-ionization states of silicon and sulfur.
The radiation field intensity is usually described by the ionization parameter, U , which is defined as the ratio of the photon density divided by N e at the outer edge of the fully ionized gas sphere of radius, R S (e.g., Mathis 2000) . The low values of U needed to produce the low observed [S III] 33/[Si II] 34 µm ratio (Figure 3b) are found only for H II regions at extremely large distances from their exciting stars (thus producing very dilute radiation fields) or for H II regions with very low average densities, much lower than the densities estimated from the [S III] line ratios. Here I define the filling factor f as the fraction of the volume with clumps of proton density N p such that the average proton density equals f N p . With this definition, R S and U are given by
and
where F He = 1/(1 + f i < He + /(H + + He + >) (Rubin 1968 as written by Simpson & Rubin 1990 ), f i is the fraction of helium recombination photons to excited states that are energetic enough to ionize hydrogen (f i ∼ 0.65), N LyC is the number of photons emitted per second in the Lyman continuum that can ionize hydrogen, N e is the electron density, c is the speed of light, and α B is the total recombination rate to the second level of hydrogen.
For this grid I use SEDs from the compilation of SEDs with Solar abundances from Starburst99, most recently described by Leitherer et al. (2014) , with individual O-star atmosphere models from Leitherer et al. (2010) . These input SEDs were computed using the Starburst99 default parameters for an instantaneous burst of star formation. In Starburst99, an initial mass function for a massive stellar cluster is assumed, the cluster stars of varying masses are evolved following the evolutionary tracks for each star, and a composite SED for the whole cluster is calculated using the stellar types that the stars have for the given cluster age. In Cloudy, the SED is input by calling for it by atmospheric model type, and for Starburst99, by model age, expressed as the logarithm of the age. The ages used for this grid are 10 6.0 , 10 6.2 , 10 6.3 , 10 6.4 , 10 6.5 , 10 6.6 , 10 6.65 , and 10 6.7 years; these ages produced line intensity ratios that bracket the observed ratios.
The 2014 version of Starburst99 used the 'Geneva' evolutionary tracks of Ekström et al. (2012) for stellar models with both zero rotation and rotation with velocities of 40% of the break-up velocity. The effect of the higher rotational velocity is to produce SEDs that are bluer and more luminous due to more mixing in the stellar core. The result is that the cluster SED for a given age has more high energy photons than the SED for zero rotation, or conversely, if two SEDs must be essentially identical to produce an H II region model that best fits the observations, the age of the Starburst99 SED with rotation is significantly older than the age of the Starburst99 model without rotation (Leitherer et al. 2014 ).
I will show that such models with rotation require ages that are almost certainly too old for fitting the spectra of the diffuse gas of the GC.
In Simpson et al. (2007) we attempted to model the gas of the Radio Arc Bubble with H II region SEDs consisting of multiple component blackbodies, with the higher temperature blackbodies having temperatures of either 10 5 or 10 6 K. None of these models was satisfactory. In retrospect, as a result of computing the models in this paper, I conclude that the reason is surely the use of blackbodies to represent the stellar spectrasuch SEDs all have too much flux in the 40 -54 eV range compared to the 54 -77 eV range and so produce too much Ne ++ compared to O +3 . The models here use stellar SEDs from Starburst99 plus blackbodies with temperatures of either 10 6 or 10 6.5 K and blackbody luminosities ranging from 10 37 to 10 39 erg s −1 in increments of 10 0.5 ; these models adequately cover the range of line ratios observed by Simpson et al. (2007) . The SEDs used in this paper are shown in Figure 7 . As mentioned above, the SEDs for the Starburst99 model with age = 10 6.7 yrs and rotation 40% of breakup have much more flux than SEDs of the same age but zero rotation. Blackbodies were chosen only as a way of adding a smooth, well-defined component to the SED between 54 and ∼ 100 eV; other spectral shapes may be more appropriate, particularly a non-thermal shape if the actual X-ray emission is optically thin.
The abundances used in the models are my best estimate of the abundances of the atomic gas component of the GC. With respect to hydrogen, these are, for He, C, N, O, Ne, Si, S, Ar, and Fe: 0.095, 5.13e-4, 1.16e-4, 6.84e-4, 1.74e-4, 2.40e-5, 1.90e-5, 6.20e-6, and 2.6e-6, respectively. (Rubin et al. 2016 ). Since both Ne/H and S/H are factors of 1.71 times the abundances used by Rubin et al. (2016) to describe the Orion Nebula, I multiplied their Orion Nebula abundances for C, N, O, and Fe by this same factor to get the GC abundances in this paper (omitting the effects of the likely larger N/H abundance gradient, e.g., Rudolph et al. 2006) . The other elements have the abundances used for the Cloudy H II region mix, which are essentially those of the Orion Nebula and so are probably of too low abundance for the GC. However, the elements in this mix all have very low abundances compared to the elements listed above and so contribute very little to the cooling of the H II region gas.
The other chief parameters for the grid are the electron and photon densities. Because the observed line ratios indicate that the electron density is never high (except in a few of the high excitation sources of Tables  8 and 9 ), densities of N p = 100 cm −3 and cluster photon luminosities N LyC = 10 50 photons s −1 were used in the models. The average gas densities were varied by using a range of filling factors f of 1.0, 0.31623, 0.1, 0.031623, 0.01, 0.0031623, and 0.001. The photon densities at the inner edges of the H II regions were varied by using inner H II region radii, R inner , of 1.0, 3.1623, and 10 pc; a few models were also computed with inner radii of 31.623 and 100 pc but these models have such low U that their predicted line ratios are outside the observed range (log U −3.5).
Given the constant density and filling factor with distance from the exciting star cluster, the integrated line fluxes should scale with the ionizing luminosities N LyC , and adjustments can be made for changes in N e keeping U constant according to equations 1 and 2. This is not exact, as changing the density changes the cooling rates, and hence T e , thus affecting R S and U through the ∼ T −0.8 temperature dependence of α B . MIR line emissivities are relatively insensitive to T e (proportional to ∼ T −0.3 e ) and the predicted line ratios of the MIR forbidden lines are quite insensitive. Changing the input R inner does not significantly change U or R S until R inner is quite a bit larger than 10 pc.
Examples of the ionization structures of models with and without additional X-rays are given in Figure 8 . In particular, the locations of gas with doubly ionized silicon and sulfur are seen to be quite similar and unlike either oxygen or neon. For this reason the easily observed ratio of doubly ionized sulfur to singly ionized silicon ([S III] 33 µm/[Si II] 34 µm) is an excellent indicator of the local ionization parameter U .
The line ratios predicted by this grid of H II region models, seen in Figure 9 , can be compared to the observed ratios in the GC. Here I subdivide the area of the GC to analyze specific H II regions of interest: the regions ionized by the Quintuplet or the Arches Clusters, Sgr B1, and Sgr C. Obviously, Sgr B2 would be of great interest; however, the extinction is so large towards Sgr B2 that the Spitzer IRS data set includes only a few sources (mostly candidate YSOs) and thus the region was not well enough observed by the IRS (Figure 2 ).
The models and data for the four regions are plotted in Figures 10 to 13 , and summaries of the bestfitting models are given in Table 13 served in the same Spitzer IRS module and corrected for extinction were averaged, with the low-resolution modules and high-resolution modules computed separately, since there are far more low-resolution spectra but only the high-resolution spectra include measurable [O IV] 26 µm line intensities (not including the shocked regions of Tables 8 and 9 ). Then one by one the log of these intensity ratios with respect to a sulfur line was compared to the logs of the same ratios of each model, and the sum of the squares of the differences ('chisq') was computed: For all elements, the neutral ionization stage is plotted with a solid line, singly ionized is dotted, doubly ionized is dashed, triply ionized is dash-dot, quadruply ionized is long dashes, and five times ionized is plotted with a solid line again. The model parameters were not iterated, and since the spacing of the parameters of the grid is not small (0.5 dex), the models with minimum chisq give only an indication of what is needed to produce a better fit. The results of three models from each X-ray SED group are given in Table 13 -although there are differences in chisq, these models are probably equally good fits and simply show the ranges of acceptable parameters. Table 13 contains the numbers of ionizing photons, N LyC , for each of the H II regions. These were estimated from the single-dish radio continuum measurements, S ν , of Altenhoff et al. (1978) , Downes et al. (1980) , Reifenstein et al. (1970) , and Wilson et al. (1970) at ∼ 5 GHz using the relation of Rubin (1968) Rubin (1990) for an assumed T e = 6000 K (Simpson et al. 2007) . It is especially important to use single-dish radio telescope measurements for these estimates because the total numbers of ionizing photons are needed for computing scale factors for the models, which were all computed for 10 50 photons s −1 , and interferometers lose flux owing to their lack of dishes with almost zero spacing.
The estimates of the photon numbers for the Quintuplet Cluster region and the Arched Filaments are particularly uncertain because of the large contribution to the radio fluxes from the non-thermal Radio Arc (e.g., Yusef-Zadeh & Morris 1987) . However, the values in Table 13 must be underestimates since neither cluster is embedded in its natal molecular cloud, thereby allowing a sizable fraction of ionizing photons to escape the region, and the N LyC vs. S ν relation assumes that the H II region producing the radio continuum is ionizationbounded in all directions (Rubin 1968) . In fact, Figer et al. (1999 Figer et al. ( , 2002 estimated ionizing fluxes for both the Quintuplet and Arches clusters of close to or more than 10 51 photons s −1 from the numbers of OB and WolfRayet (WR) stars. In summary, to compare the X-ray fluxes from the best fit models to X-ray observations of the GC, one should multiply the X-ray L BB by the observed N LyC in Table 13 and divide by the N LyC used in the models, which was N LyC = 10 50 photons s −1 .
Arched Filaments
The line ratios from the Arched Filament positions used in this section are the combination of the Arched Filament positions of Simpson et al. (2007) and a subset of the GC Filaments, described in Table 12 , with Galactic longitudes between 0.10 and 0.25, and are plotted in Figure 10 . The Arches Cluster is assumed to be the source of the ionizing photons for the Filaments along Galactic longitude 0.15 -the high [S III] 33/[Si II] 34 µm ratio in this region (Figure 3b) shows that the exciting stars are near by, providing the undiluted radiation field (high ionization parameter) needed to produce this ratio.
The average model ages are 10 6.6 to 10 6.7 yr with average chisq = 0.07 and 0.05 for the models with X-ray T BB = 10 6.5 K and L BB = 10 38.0 erg s −1 or L BB = 10 Figure 10 .
Plots of the ratios of the lines observed with Spitzer IRS (Section 3) computed from all the models with zero rotation in the grid of H II regions and the ratios observed in the Arched Filaments. The points marked with asterisks include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.5 K and the points marked with plus signs include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.0 K. The colors of the points representing the models in both panels are functions of the ages of the zero rotation models from Starburst99: purple is log age = 6.0, magenta is 6.2, red is 6.3, red-orange is 6.4, yellow-orange is 6.5, yellow is 6.6, green is 6.65, and blue is 6.7, where the age is in yrs. For the locations of the points representing the models computed with Starburst99 SEDs with rotation velocity 0.4 times the break-up velocity and log age = 6.7, see Figure 9 . In the lower panel the small black crosses are ratios of lines observed with the LL module and in both panels the black dots are the ratios of lines observed with the SH and LH modules in program 40230. The black X's show the ratios of lines observed with the SH and LH modules in program 3295 (Simpson et al. 2007) or program 0018. The large black crosses plot the averages of the observed ratios and the error bars their standard deviations, with the thicker error bars from the high resolution modules.
line ratios, even though they all also have ages ∼ 5 × 10 6 yrs. To get models using the Starburst99 SEDs for the 0.4 times break-up sequence that also match the observed [Ne III] 15/[S III] 19 µm line ratios for the Arched Filaments, one would need substantially older cluster ages than 5 × 10 6 yrs. Such long ages are in conflict with ages estimated by other means, for example, the 3.5 ± 0.7 Myr for the Arches Cluster (Schneider et al. 2014) . Moreover, long ages are not reasonable considering the short orbital time for clusters in the GC and the subsequent loss of stars due to tidal interactions (e.g., Portegies Zwart et al. 2002; Habibi et al. 2014) . For these reasons, that the Starburst99 SEDs computed for stellar models with rotation cannot produce reasonable fits, they are not discussed further in this paper. The GC filaments of Table 12 include the small H II regions at the base of the Filaments near Galactic longitude 0.05. These H II regions also have hot stars (Cotera et al. 1999 ) and so should be analyzed separately from the Arched Filaments. Moreover, any models should use individual stellar SEDs instead of the composite cluster SED of Starburst99. Such models will be discussed in a later paper. However, if the data for only the small H II regions are compared to the models, the best fits have similar ages to those of the Arched Filaments in Table 13 but require slightly more X-rays, possibly owing to their location closer to Sgr A*, and a lower U . The similarity in inferred ages to those of the Arches Cluster stars could be a possible indication that these stars were not formed independently from the Arches Cluster but were originally in the Cluster and have been stripped away by the tidal field of the GC (e.g., Habibi et al. 2014) .
Note that there is only one value plotted in the top panel of Figure 10 -the reason is that the [O IV] 26 µm line is required to have a signal/noise ratio of at least 2 (the observed S/N for the plotted point is 2.5). Although all positions in the Arched Filaments appear to have detectable [O IV] 26 µm lines, the other positions are in the high-continuum filaments, with the result that the noise from uncorrectable rogue pixels is also high, leading to poor S/N in the measurement of the faint [O IV] 26 µm line (Simpson et al. 2007 ). Thus the estimate of the X-ray luminosity for the Arched Filaments is the least certain of all four H II region estimates. Erickson et al. (1991) , Colgan et al. (1996) , and Cotera et al. (2005) found that the excitation of the Filaments is consistent with the exciting source being located at some distance from the Filaments, such as the location of the Arches Cluster. Simpson et al. (2007) also found that that the excitation of the 'W' Filament is much lower than that of the 'E2' Filament, again in accord with the supposition that the Filaments are ionized by the Arches Cluster. Unfortunately, the new IRS fluxes reported in this paper do not include much additional coverage of the E2 Filament and none of the W Filament beyond that described by Simpson et al. (2007) , as seen in Figure 2 . The most likely configuration of the Filaments with respect to the Arches Cluster is that the Filaments are the lit-up edges of molecular clouds at distances of ∼ 10 − 20 pc from the Arches Cluster (Lang et al. 2001; Yasuda et al. 2009 ).
On the other hand, Hankins et al. (2017) mapped the Arched Filaments in several MIR bands with the Faint Object InfraRed CAmera for the SOFIA Telescope (FORCAST). They found that if they assumed standard size interstellar dust grains (∼ 0.1 µm), the heating source of the dust would have to be much closer to the Filaments than the distances observed for the Arches Cluster on the sky. Either the heating sources would have to be more localized in the Filaments or the dust grains would have to be significantly smaller, ∼ 0.01 µm if the heating source is required to be the Arches Cluster. They suggest that the presence of such small grains would indicate substantial dust processing in the GC. Small grains could result from processes such as shattering by supernovae (e.g., Andersen et al. 2011) or shattering by high grain velocities due to the turbulence in the GC molecular clouds (Hankins et al. 2017; Hirashita & Yan 2009 ).
Quintuplet Cluster Region
The region surrounding the Quintuplet Cluster (G0.1659−0.0656), 0.11 < l < 0.25 and −0.07 < b < −0.01 in Galactic coordinates (l, b), was chosen to specifically avoid the Radio Arc Bubble, which is known to contain shocks (Simpson et al. 2007 ). Previous observations (Rodríguez-Fernández et al. 2001; Simpson et al. 2007 ) have demonstrated that the gas excitation decreases uniformly with distance from the Quintuplet Cluster, from which I infer that this massive cluster is the ionizing source. Modeling the Quintuplet Cluster region (Figure 11 ), I find that the average Starburst99 model age is 10 6.4 yr for the models with T BB = 10 6.5 erg s −1 and 10 6.5 yr for the models with T BB = 10 6.0 erg s −1 , significantly younger than the average Starburst99 model age of 10 6.66 yr needed for the Arches Cluster. The Quintuplet Cluster, like the Arches Cluster, contains numerous WR stars, indicating that there has been considerable evolution away from the main sequence for its most massive stars. This change in the individual stellar SEDs owing to such evolution is included in the composite SED of Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 2014) . Schneider et al. (2014) modeled the change in the stellar mass function for these two clusters taking into account that most massive stars are found in binary systems (see, e.g., Sana et al. 2014 ) and exchange mass, thereby changing their spectral types and the apparent mass function of the cluster. By fitting the observed stellar mass functions to their population synthesis models, they find an age for the Quintuplet Cluster of 4.8 ± 1.1 Figure 11 . Plots of the ratios of the lines observed with Spitzer IRS (Section 3) computed from all the models with zero rotation in the grid of H II regions and the ratios observed in the Quintuplet Cluster region. The colored points marked with asterisks include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.5 K and the colored points marked with plus signs include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.0 K. The colors of the points representing the models and the black symbols in both panels, representing the line ratios observed in the Quintuplet Cluster region, are described in Figure 10 .
Myr, older than their 3.5 Myr age of the Arches Cluster. Although the uncertainties are sizable, the turn-off point from the main sequence is well determined in both clusters; thus they find there is no uncertainty in their determination that the Quintuplet Cluster is older than the Arches Cluster. Another method of determining ages of stellar clusters is by isochrone fitting; using this method Liermann et al. (2014 and references therein) estimate an age of 3.0 ± 0.5 Myr for the OB stars in the Quintuplet Cluster. This should not be surprising, according to Schneider et al. (2014) , since the most massive stars in the Quintuplet Cluster are effectively rejuvenated by receiving mass transferred from their binary companions.
However, I find from the Spitzer IRS spectra of the [Ne III]/[S III] ratios (Figures 10 and 11) Colgan et al. 1996; Simpson et al. 1997) Yasuda et al. (2009) with AKARI. In the KAO spectra the O ++ /S ++ ratios were measured to be higher in the Sickle than in the Arched Filaments, indicating ionization by higher temperature stellar SEDs in the former region. Given the assumption that the two clusters are the sources of the photons ionizing their respective regions, one would normally conclude, therefore, that the Quintuplet Cluster must contain hotter stars than the Arches Cluster. It is important to note that both clusters are massive enough that they should not be affected by small numbers of stars producing uneven initial mass functions.
On the other hand, if the Quintuplet Cluster is indeed older than the Arches Cluster (e.g., Schneider et al. 2014) , then there are additional high energy photons in the region of the Quintuplet Cluster that are contributing to the ionization of the Sickle, photons that are not included in the composite SEDs that are produced by Starburst99. One possibility is that the stars of the Quintuplet Cluster, unlike the Arches Cluster, rotate with a high velocity, thereby making the models computed with Starburst99 SEDs with rotation 0.4 times the breakup velocity applicable. Another possibility is that the actual SED includes energetic photons from some transient event, such as a supernova or a mass-loss episode from the Quintuplet Cluster's Pistol Star. (I note, however, that the Pistol Nebula is not as highly ionized as the rest of the Sickle - Simpson et al. 1997 -thereby making the latter suggestion less likely.) In fact, Ponti et al. (2015) suggest that the Radio Arc Bubble is the result of multiple supernova explosions from Quintuplet Cluster stars, occurring over a range of time as the cluster moved from lower to higher Galactic longitudes , and Heard & Warwick (2013) suggest that there is a supernova remnant at G0.13-0.12.
Sgr B1
In Galactic coordinates, Sgr B1 is defined to be located in the region 0.45 < l < 0.60 and −0.11 < b < −0.01. The line ratios observed in Sgr B1 are plotted in Figure 12 and the best fit models are tabulated in Table 13 .
Sgr B1 appears to have two components, 'East' and 'West', where the West component has relatively less absorption from both H I (Lang et al. 2010 ) and formaldehyde (Mehringer et al. 1995) Figure 12 . Plots of the ratios of the lines observed with Spitzer IRS (Section 3) computed from all the models with zero rotation in the grid of H II regions and the ratios observed in Sgr B1. The points marked with asterisks include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.5 K and the points marked with plus signs include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.0 K. The colors of the points representing the models and the black symbols in both panels, representing the line ratios observed in Sgr B1, are described in Figure 10 .
that the eastern part of the source has higher τ 9.6µm than the western part of Sgr B1 (Figure 4) .
Although Sgr B2 is thought to be extremely young because of the multiple compact components in its radio thermal continuum emission (e.g., De Pree et al. 2015 and references therein) and its numerous hot molecular cores (e.g., Vogel et al. 1987; Etxaluze et al. 2013; Schmiedeke 2016 ), this is not true for Sgr B1. The radio continuum of Sgr B1 mostly appears to consist of extended ridges and shell-like structures (Mehringer et al. 1992) . The measurement of the density of Sgr B1 equal to ∼ 290 cm −3 (Table 12 ) is in accord with this finding that the gas has no truly compact components. Such morphology in an H II region can arise only as the result of strong stellar winds dispersing the gas. Such strong winds might originate in stars like the O4-6I and three WR WN7-8 stars found in Sgr B1 (Mauerhan et al. 2010) , where the O star is located in a cavity in the dust at G0.52−0.046 (Ponti et al. 2015) and one of the WR stars is in a possible bubble (although on the other hand, these stars might actually be unrelated to Sgr B1 and instead be some of the stars that were stripped from the Arches or Quintuplet Clusters and have drifted many pc along the plane of the Galaxy, Habibi et al. 2014) . However, there might be another indicator of significant age in that Nobukawa et al. (2008) and Ponti et al. (2015) suggest that there is a supernova remnant at G0.42−0.04 in Sgr B1 (an area not covered by the IRS), which they detect in X-ray observations with Suzaku and XMM-Newton, respectively.
The models of Table 13 require Starburst99 SEDs with ages of 10 6.65 to 10 6.7 yrs. However, in contrast to the above suggestions of substantial age for Sgr B1, I note that it does contain YSOs (e.g., and OH and H 2 O masers (Mehringer et al. 1993) , both indicators that star formation is currently occurring.
To summarize, the status of Sgr B1 still presents a major puzzle to the theory of star formation in the orbital streams around the gravitational center of the Galaxy at Sgr A proposed by Kruijssen et al. (2015) . In this theory molecular clouds are compressed and stars form as a result of close passage to Sgr A* with Sgr B2 following Sgr B1 around an extreme of the orbit as viewed from the Earth, Sgr B2 still on the front side of the orbit relative to the Earth but Sgr B1 already on the back side. From their orbital positions, Sgr B2 would have an age of ∼ 0.7 Myr and Sgr B1 would have an age of ∼ 1.5 Myr (Barnes et al. 2017) . The presence of YSOs in Sgr B1 would be compatible with this age although the ∼ 5 Myr age inferred from the best fitting models along with the dispersed appearance of the ionized gas in Figure 1 indicate a significantly larger age.
However, the location of Sgr B1 is not exactly on this orbital path as seen in figure 4 of Barnes et al. (2017) , and there is substantially more extinction towards the supposedly closer Sgr B2 than Sgr B1. This extra optical depth is seen in the extinction map of Figure 4 and in both formaldehyde absorption by Mehringer et al. (1995) and in neutral hydrogen absorption by Lang et al. (2010) . For the age difference between Sgr B2 and Sgr B1 to be as large as the 4 Myr that the combination of orbital kinematics and the ages inferred from the models suggest, Sgr B1 would have to be much further along in its orbit and there would have to be substantial line-ofsight separation between the two H II regions. On the other hand, the velocity structure of both Sgr B2 and Sgr B1 seems to indicate that they are physically connected, with both H II regions consisting of multiple sources at different distances along the line of sight interspersed with dense molecular cloud material (Mehringer et al. Figure 13 .
Plots of the ratios of the lines observed with Spitzer IRS (Section 3) computed from all the models with zero rotation in the grid of H II regions and the ratios observed in Sgr C. The points marked with asterisks include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.5 K and the points marked with plus signs include ionizing fluxes by blackbodies with T = 10 6.0 K. The colors of the points representing the models and the black symbols in both panels, representing the line ratios observed in Sgr C, are described in Figure 10. 1995; Lang et al. 2010) . Clearly, this region has no simple description, and given the measured velocities, there does not appear to be any good evidence that Sgr B1 lies on the back side of the orbiting molecular cloud streams.
Sgr B1 will be discussed in more detail in a later paper (J. Simpson et al., in preparation) . 4.5. Sgr C Sgr C, G359.43−0.08, is the least luminous of the bright H II regions discussed in this paper. In addition to the thermal continuum of the H II region, there appears to be an associated non-thermal filament, G359.45−0.06, reminiscent of the radio arc immediately adjacent and partially superposed on the Sickle and Arched Filaments (Liszt 1985; Liszt & Spiker 1995) . Tsuru et al. (2009) suggested that a nearby X-ray source, G359.41−0.12, is a supernova remnant with an outflow in the direction of Sgr C, although Ponti et al. (2015) find additional structures with XMM-Newton and suggest that it is part of the Galactic Center Lobe. Chuard et al. (2017) also find additional components and suggest that G359.41−0.12 may include multiple supernova remnants.
The line ratios observed in Sgr C are plotted in Figure 13 and the best fit models are tabulated in Table 13 . An age of ∼ 10 6.6 yrs is estimated for Sgr C -this is not unreasonable given its position at negative Galactic longitudes in the models described in the Introduction. However, there is also evidence of ongoing star formation in the presence of a YSO with an 'extended green object' outflow (Kendrew et al. 2013 ) and the possible YSOs detected by . Thus this source appears to be similar to Sgr B1 with signs of both current star formation along with indications of significantly evolved stars.
Other Sources
In summary, there appears to be extensive lowexcitation gas in the GC, with a few regions of highexcitation gas that are confined to either known H II regions or the high-excitation sources of Tables 8 and 9 . There are two H II regions seen in Figure 3b that are not otherwise discussed in this paper: G0.00+0.20 and G359.25−0.25. The former is probably the foreground H II region S17 (Langer et al. 2017 ) and the latter may also be foreground of the GC, given its relatively low τ 9.6µm .
H II Regions and the Warm Ionized Medium of Galaxies
Extragalactic astronomers are often urged to study the Milky Way's GC because its relative nearness allows one to distinguish different phenomena that are confused in the effectively large apertures used on external galaxies. Figures 2 and 3 show that the GC has individual H II regions/star-forming regions widely spaced and surrounded by regions of lower density gas. The locations of the very low-excitation gas are seen in Figure 3b , where the [S III] 33/[Si II] 34 µm ratio is proportional to the ratio of S ++ /Si + , which is the equivalent of the S ++ /S + ratio (see Figure 8 ). This low ratio is indicative of a low ionization parameter or a very dilute radiation field. Such dilute radiation fields occur when ionizing photons escape from density-bounded H II regions, sometimes traveling great distances to high galactic latitudes (see Haffner et al. 2009 for a review). The gas ionized by this dilute radiation field is known as the warm ionized medium (WIM). Many galaxies have over half of their Hα emission originating in the WIM (Oey et al. 2007 3727Å ratio for low-extinction galaxies (Levesque & Richardson 2014) .
To study the sources of the photons ionizing highgalactic latitude gas, Pellegrini et al. (2012) Figure 3b it is seen that the [S III] 33/[Si II] 34 µm line ratio is high only in the region of the Arched Filaments and in Sgr B1 and B2, but the ratio is substantially lower in the regions to the west of Sgr B and all around Sgr C. Even though the mapping is incomplete to the east of Sgr B, it is not to the west, where the two H II regions must be ionization bounded, possibly by the thick molecular clouds of the Dust Ridge, seen in Figure 1 . On the other hand, I have already noted that the numbers of ionizing photons estimated from the radio luminosities are much smaller than the numbers of photons estimated by counting stars for the Arches and Quintuplet Clusters. Since these clusters are well separated from their natal molecular clouds (e.g., ), a significant fraction of their ionizing photons probably do escape to the surrounding ISM above and below the Galactic plane.
X-rays in the Galactic Center
The high-excitation [O IV] 26 µm line was observed in a number of starburst galaxies by Lutz et al. (1998) Schaerer & Stasińska (1999) pointed out that the [O IV] 26 µm line could be easily formed by photoionization in 'Wolf-Rayet galaxies'; however, their examples are all low metallicity, which the GC is not. Dale et al. (2009) and An et al. (2013) An et al. (2013) observed that the line ratios found in the GC are not compatible with those found in LINER galaxies or AGN; they preferred the starburst designation for the GC. However, there is still the problem that the high excitation [O IV] lines are not seen in any of the giant H II regions that are not low metallicity; there must be some way to ionize the gas in addition to the shocks in starburst outflows.
Correcting for the larger numbers of ionizing photons of Table 13 , I estimate from the best-fit models that the X-ray luminosities for the four regions are 10 38.9 , 10 38.7 , 10 38.7 , and 10 38.7 erg s −1 for the Quintuplet Cluster region, the Arched Filaments, Sgr B1, and Sgr C, respectively. This distribution is surprisingly flat across the GC -I conclude that the source of the 54 -77 eV photons ionizing O 3+ is not the Sgr A* black hole. The models, of course, do not have exactly the same N Lyc and density as the estimates in Tables 13 and 12 , respectively; however, if models are run with values of N Lyc and N p from the observations and R inner (for R S ) and filling factor f adjusted using Equation (2) to produce the same value of U , the new models produce almost the same forbidden line ratios and almost the same chisq if the X-ray luminosity is scaled by the same factor as N Lyc .
After adjusting for the actual numbers of ionizing photons, then, the best-fitting models for the Arched Filaments, Sgr B1, and Sgr C all have ages of 10 6.6 to 10 6.7 yrs and X-ray luminosities of ∼ 10 38.7 to ∼ 10 38.9 erg s −1 . For producing the observed triply ionized oxygen, only the energy range of ∼ 55 − 100 eV is important. Integrating the 10 6.6 yr SED with X-ray blackbody T BB = 10 6.5 K and luminosity 10 38.5 erg s −1 , I find that the integrated luminosity for this energy range is 5.7 × 10 35 erg s −1 . These extreme ultraviolet (EUV) photons are completely absorbed by hydrogen gas in the intervening ISM and cannot be detected from Earth. In the models they have been represented by the RayleighJeans tail of the black-body function of the added X-rays (Figure 7 ), but there is no reliable way to extrapolate this SED to energies observable with Chandra or some other X-ray telescope; bremsstrahlung SEDs, for exam-ple, could have a much lower integrated luminosity than the blackbody SEDs of our models. In fact, a thermal emission model could be tweaked to fit the observed 3 -10 keV Suzaku observations of the Arches Cluster (Tsujimoto et al. 2007) .
The source of the diffuse X-ray emission seen in the GC in both soft and hard X-ray bands has no conclusive identification (e.g., Ponti et al. 2015) . For example, Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2002) suggested that low-energy cosmic ray electrons interact with the gas, thereby producing the diffuse bremsstrahlung X-ray emission as well as fluorescent line emission, whereas Muno et al. (2004) and Park et al. (2004) suggest the energy source of the softer component of the emission is shocks from supernovae or the winds of O and WR stars.
On the other hand, as spatial resolution and sensitivity due to deep integrations improved, more and more of the apparently diffuse hard X-ray emission has been resolved into point sources: Muno et al. (2009) found 9017 point sources with Chandra in the 2 -8 keV range and Hong et al. (2016) found 77 in the harder 3 -79 keV Xray range with NuSTAR. Most of these point sources are thought to be accreting white dwarfs (e.g., cataclysmic variables, CV, Muno et al. 2006 ; see also the review of Mukai 2017) or binaries with active coronae. Further observations of CVs with Chandra, Swift, and Suzaku indicate that they could indeed make up a significant contribution to the diffuse hard X-ray emission from the Galactic Ridge (e.g., Revnivtsev et al. 2009; Reis et al. 2013 ) but not to the central GC itself (Nobukawa et al. 2016) . Not all of the Chandra point sources are CVs, however. Thanks to the high spatial resolution of Chandra, NIR counterparts have been identified for some of these point sources, and some of these have been determined to be O supergiants or WR stars by NIR spectroscopy (Mauerhan et al. 2010) .
I conclude that the EUV photons that triply ionize oxygen to produce the observed [O IV] 26 µm line are probably the low-energy tails of the X-ray spectrum produced by the known sources in the GC: accreting white dwarfs, hot O and WR stars with winds, and supernova remnants. This would explain why the [O IV] line intensities are distributed widely across the GC -they are correlated with the mass distribution of the inner parts of the Galaxy and not with the locations of the star forming regions such as Sgr B and Sgr C.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Spectra taken of the Galactic Center region with all four modules of the Spitzer IRS were downloaded from the Spitzer Heritage Archive and analyzed with SMART and/or CUBISM. From these spectra, intensities were measured over a large fraction of the GC of the lines H 2 S(0), S(1), S(2), and S (7) 18.7 µm line ratio is fairly low, indicating ionization by late O stars. From this one can infer either a dearth of the highest mass main-sequence stars and/or substantial evolution away from the main sequence. All together, after rejection of those spectra affected by saturation, intensities measured from 47,469 spectra are published in this paper (Tables 2 -7) .
Serendipitously, seventeen of the locations on the sky, almost all very compact, show high excitation characteristic of planetary nebulae or high-velocity shocks (Tables  8 and 9 ). In addition to significantly stronger [O IV] 26 µm line emission compared to their surroundings, these regions sometimes exhibit emission in the [Ne V] 14.3 and 24.3 µm lines.
I suggest that the high excitation sources that have compact radio counterparts be investigated as candidate planetary nebulae; the shocked sources may be indicators of outflows from so-far undetected, isolated massive hot stars that have been modeled as escapees from the Arches or Quintuplet Clusters by Habibi et al. (2014) . At the other extreme, emission from low-velocity shocks, characterized by emission in the [S I] 25.3 µm line, was detected in 24 locations on the sky (Table 10) . Twenty-three candidate YSOs or sources behind dense molecular clouds with ice absorption features at 6.0 and 6.8 µm were also detected (Table 11) .
Electron densities and ionic abundances were estimated from the line intensities for the GC H II regions usually named Sgr B1, Sgr C, the Arched Filaments, and the Sickle, here called the Quintuplet Region to include somewhat more area on the sky. The average densities ranged from 270 to 310 cm −3 . I conclude that the hot stars in these H II regions are not ionizing gas from local molecular clouds but that the natal molecular clouds have already been dispersed by the strong winds from O and WR stars, and possibly a supernova in Sgr B1. Other possibilities include the idea that the ionized gas consists of the lit-up edges of dense molecular clouds, particularly in those regions close to Sgr A (e.g., Lang et al. 2001) .
The computed ionic abundances range from 1.55 -1.97 × 10 −4 for the (Ne + + Ne ++ )/H + ratio and 0.84 -2.09 × 10 −5 for the (S ++ + S 3+ )/H + ratio. Although the former ratio is a good approximation to the Ne/H ratio, there being very little neutral or triply ionized neon in H II regions, the latter ratio needs some sort of correction for singly and quadruply ionized sulfur. S + is especially prevalent in regions with very low ionization parameters and is probably the reason why the measurement for Sgr C diverges so much from that of the other H II regions (Table 12 , Figure 3b ). The Ar + /Ne + abundance ratio was measured to be ∼ 0.032; since the median of the ratio of the ionization fractions of Ar + and Ne + is measured to be 0.90 for the computed models, the inferred Ar/Ne abundance ratio is ∼ 10% larger, or ∼ 0.036.
I conclude from these measurements that the Galactic Center, with Ne/H, S/H, and Ar/H ratios of ∼ 1.7 × 10 −4 , ∼ 1.9 × 10 −5 , and ∼ 6.2 × 10 −6 , respectively, has abundances somewhat higher than Solar abundances (Ekström et al. 2012 + /H + range from 1.17 to 1.46 × 10 −5 ; after correcting for higher ionization stages, the average value of gas-phase Si/H equals 2.4 × 10 −5 , whereas the Solar value of Si/H equals 3.3 × 10 −5 (Scott et al. 2015) . Thus, even though the estimated gas-phase abundance of Si/H is still below that of the Solar Si/H ratio, it is much more than what is often assumed for the abundances used in modeling H II regions or PDRs.
Because (Ferland et al. 2017 ). This is a well known procedure for estimating the effective temperatures of individual stars exciting small H II regions and/or testing the SEDs produced by various stellar atmosphere codes (e.g., Simpson et al. 2004; Rubin et al. 2008) . Here for the first time I estimate the ages of the four GC massive star clusters by employing the composite spectra suitable for the clusters from Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 2014) .
There are two significant results: (1) The ages estimated for the clusters, 4.6 Myr for Sgr B1, 4.5 Myr for the Arches Cluster, 3.0 Myr for the Quintuplet Cluster, and 3.8 Myr for Sgr C, do not correspond to the formation sequence predicted by recent models of the gas streams in the GC by Kruijssen et al. (2015) . In the orbiting gas stream model, the positions of Sgr B1 and Sgr C past pericenter approach to Sgr A* correspond to ages of ∼ 1.5 and ∼ 3.6 Myr, respectively (Barnes et al. 2017; Kruijssen et al. 2015) ; the molecular clouds at the locations of the Arches and Quintuplet Clusters are intermediate . The two clusters must have formed a full orbit earlier than their current positions would suggest Habibi et al. 2014) .
Considering the overlap in models of different ages seen in Figures 10 -13 and the spread in acceptable models in Table 13 , I estimate that there is an uncertainty of ∼ 0.5 Myr in the ages estimated for the clusters through the fitting of these models (that is, one step in either direction in this fairly coarse model grid). With these uncertainties, the only real outlier among the four sources is Sgr B1. Here the 4.6 Myr age is not in particular disagreement with its dispersed appearance, but it is in disagreement with the velocity measurements that indicate that Sgr B1 is part of the same system with the known much-younger Sgr B2 (e.g., Lang et al. 2010; Mehringer et al. 1992) or if not, that it is on the back stream past Sgr B2 but still with a positional age of only 1.5 Myr (Barnes et al. 2017) . I suggest that the velocity agreement is accidental and that Sgr B1 is, in fact, of a larger age and lies on a continuation of the stream from Sgr C past Sgr A to higher Galactic longitudes on the front side of the orbit with its lesser extinction.
Another problem concerns the respective ages for the Arches and Quintuplet Clusters, estimated by Schneider et al. (2014) to be 3.5 ± 0.7 and 4.8 ± 1.1 Myr, respectively, in contrast to the ages estimated from the model fits. Comparing the [Ne III] 15/[S III] 19 µm ratios for the Arched Filament region and the Quintuplet Cluster region seen in Figures 10 and 11 , the excitation is without doubt substantially higher in the gas excited by the Quintuplet Cluster compared to the gas excited by the Arches Cluster. If this excitation is caused by stellar photons, the only possible conclusion is that the Quintuplet Cluster contains hotter stars than the Arches Cluster, and in models of the spectral evolution of the SEDs produced by massive clusters such as predicted by Starburst99 (e.g., Leitherer et al. 2014) , hotter stars mean the cluster is younger. However, if the Quintuplet Cluster really is older, as seems to be convincingly shown by Schneider et al. (2014) , its higher excitation would have to be produced by some means other than stellar photons. Shocks from stellar winds or a possible supernova remnant are the most likely possibilities. Thus I conclude that the current cluster models as ap-plied to these H II regions are inadequate. Consequently, because our detailed studies of the Galaxy should be informing us on the conditions in the rest of the Universe, I suggest that such additional sources of excitation should be considered by modelers of extragalactic H II regions in starburst galaxies.
(2) It is not possible to predict all the observed line ratios from the SEDs from the 2014 version of Starburst99 -additional photons with energies 55 eV are needed to produce the wide-spread detected [O IV] 26 µm line. The 55 -100 eV photons required for the models to fit the data are probably the low energy tails of the Xrays observed by Chandra, XMM-Newton, Suzaku, etc. These X-rays could have several possible origins: the low-mass X-ray sources of the old stars populating most of the mass of the GC, X-rays from the energetic shocks of supernova remnants, or the Starburst99 model SEDs inadequately representing the interactions of the stellar winds of the multiple massive stars found in the massive clusters of their models. Probably there are contributions from all these sources of high energy photons in the GC.
Future observers may well want to use the observations discussed in this paper to plan additional observations of GC sources. In addition to that found at numerous ground-based observatories, there will be MIR spectroscopic capability out to 28.5 µm with the MidInfrared Instrument (MIRI) on NASA's James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), to be launched in 2020. For longer wavelengths it will be necessary to use the instruments on the Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), such as for additional observations of the [S III] 33 and [Si II] 34 µm lines, which are very bright at many locations. Above all, what is needed is a more complete identification of the OB and WR stars that are not in clusters but that contribute the diffuse ionizing photons that are ubiquitous in the GC.
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